-2-An outstanding problem of meson spectroscopy is the lack of positive identification of the axial vector mesons other than the B meson. L2 The quark model predicts two octets of such states, the AI octet with J "=ltt and the B octet with Jpc=l+-. In this paper evidence is given for the existence of two _ strange axial vector mesons, &I and Q,, with masses of -1300 MeV and -1400
MeV respectively. The evidence comes from a three body partial wave analysis of data from a spectrometer experiment studying the reactions K*p --, K*$+n-p at 13 GeV.
Past searches for Q mesons in these reactions have been hampered by both experimental and interpretive problems. Previous partial wave analyses 3,4,5
of K~TT data have revealed no structure characteristic of resonance production, namely, comparatively narrow peaks in the mass spectrum accompanied by large phase variation. Statistics have limited these analyses to 100 MeV mass bins.
The broad enhancements which have been observed in the l+K*n system 3 4,5 ' may be qualitatively understood within the context of llDeck!' models. 6
The present experiment was performed at SLAC using 13 GeV rf separated K* beams incident on a 1 m hydrogen target. The spectrometer7 used to detect the Km system consisted of nine magnetostrictive readout wire spark chambers and a dipole magnet with a 17.6 kg-m field integral. The secondary particles were identified in a multicell pressurized Cerenkov counter oriented to detect preferentially the beam charge K and 7r. The counter was filled with Freon 12 at 1.65 atm and gave K/n identification between 2.6 and 9.25 GeV. The data sample includes events in which the beam charge K and r were identified (-50%) together with events with only the K or the r positively identified (-25% each). Events for the present analysis are selected by requiring that the missing mass recoiling against the KT~ system lie in the range 0.74 < MM < 1.10 GeV. The background -3-, within this interval is less than 5%. In the Kn7r mass interval 1.0 <m(K7r-/)< 1.6
GeV, there are 72,000 K+n'n-events and 56,000 K-n+9-events. For the much larger sample of I? -,"T?,-beam decays, used for apparatus efficiency studies and relative normalization checks, the 37r invariant mass resolution is 10 MeV FWHM.
At a given Krr mass m and momentum transfer t (or t' = t-tmin) , the KT~ system is defined by 5 variables, w = (a, p, y, sKn, s,$ . The Euler angles (Y, P,r describe the orientation of the K7rn decay plane coordinate system with respect to a production coordinate system which is taken to be the t-channel system. The
Dalitz plot variables, sKn and sKr, define the orientation of particles within the decay plane, The experimental data are not corrected for the spectrometer acceptance directly, but rather a model is made for the reaction, the effects of the spectrometer are introduced, and the result is compared with the experimental data through a maximum likelihood technique. Acceptance here includes not only the geometrical acceptance of the spectrometer but also the effects of K/n identification criteria, resolution, apparatus efficiencies, secondary particle absorption, and the cuts applied to the data,, In general the apparatus provides good acceptance in the full range of w. 9
The isobar mode18' ' . is used to describe the decay of the Knn system. Each partial wave is described by the quantum numbers J p rl M Iso (L), where P is the Knn spin parity, M is the magnetic substate, n is the exchange naturality, Iso denotes the isobar (K*, p , K, E) , and L is the orbital angular momentum between the isobar and the remaining r or K. The isobars are in turn described by measured s and p wave K7r and 7~ scattering phase shifts.
The differential cross section at a given K7r7r mass m and t' is
where i runs over all necessary waves and X:(w) is the decay amplitude. 8,g NT i and Fz may be identified with nucleon helicity nonflip and flip amplitudes only up to a unitary transformation which leaves the differential cross section unchanged.
9,lO Results are given for the acceptance corrected cross section of a wave and its phase, erel, as measured relative to l+O+K*a.
The helicity nonflip waves used in this analysis were O-O:, l+O+ and l+l+ coupling to each of the four isobar channels in the lowest allowed L; 2+1+K*7rU$ and 3+O+K*nCD) above 1.43 GeV . The helicity flip waves were l+O+, l+l+,KCS) and l'O+ eK(P). The only r) odd wave was 2+0-K*7rtD). This wave set was arrived at by an iterative procedure in which many other waves were studied using the K+ data in all mass bins. Only those waves giving significant increases in likelihood were retained.'
The results presented here correspond to an analysis of the data with -3000 events in each mass interval for It' I < 0.3 GeV2. In each bin, searches for the parameters Nyand Fy were made for the K+ and K-data independently.
In general, unique values for these parameters were found, with the exception that for the K-data in the range 1.14 Irn(Knr) 5 1.25 GeV, a restricted continuum of values was found. None of the conclusions made below is seriously affected by this ambiguity. In particular, the total cross section and total Jp contributions are in no way affected.
The observed mass distributions are shown in Fig. la,b ; a significant break is seen at A.28 GeV. The points give the corrected cross section obtained by summing the contributions of all the waves present. In Fig. lc, d , the contribu- MeV region, but are ~10% of the l+O'K*n waves in intensity, indicative of tchannel helicity conservation (TCHC) for the l+K*r waves.
In the l+pK system (Fig. 3) 
